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Supreme Court Hopes to Serve More Poetic Justice
By

Gideon

Constable

has decided unanimously to serve
much more poetic justice than it
has in the past.

“We just want our decisions to
have that sort of feel, that when
you read them, you say, ‘Oh yeah,
they got what they deserved,’” said
Chief Justice Roberts. “We want
our decisions to hold the nation in
suspense right until the end where
there is a perfect twist of irony and
then everyone understands the new
ruling and interpretation of US
law.”
Many have criticized past rulings as being rather harsh or unfitting, and “certainly not poetic,”
in the words of a literary/political
analyst. Many cite Roe v. Wade as
an case where poetic justice could
have been used to wrap up the affair with no loose ends.
“The whole abortion to-do was a

little messy,” said enthusiastic judicial clerk Joey Ellery. “I just wish
we could have resolved it perfectly
with poetic justice—like King Solomon when he decides to cut the
baby in half. Now that’s what I call

justice!”
The Supreme Court is now planning a brilliant decision where, in
a bizarre turn of fate, they plan to
give a lethal injection to the man
who invented the procedure.

Asshole Student Hates
Everyone, Blames It On
The Weather

Students For a Sustainable
Stanford Search For Way
To Recycle Wasted Time

Vaden Adopts “Laughter
is the Best Medicine”
Policy

Wind, Rain, Sleet, and
RA’s Break Up Donner
Party

WASHINGTON,
D.C—After
many groundbreaking, obscurely
worded, and contested decisions,
the United States Supreme Court
under Chief Justice John Roberts

We just want our decisions
to have that sort of feel, that
when you read them, you
say, ‘Oh yeah, they got what
they deserved,’”

This past Monday, a rather unfortunate smattering of events occurred circling around one undergraduate student, Morris Jones.
Morris who typically awakes to
106.6 The Goat, instead arose to
high pitch chirping, and it all went
downhill from there.
“I hadn’t left my room since the
night before when I had to yell at
those jerks upstairs for their music. I mean, lord, it was 9 p.m. and
that’s when quiet hours start.”
Morris then detailed a step by step
account of everyone he met during
his day and why he hated them. “I
just can’t take this crap anymore,
it’s this damned weather.”
Morris’ Mommy said, “He’s a
very nice boy, especially when the
sun’s out. He would run around for
hours with his imaginary friends,
Patrick and Louis, and play all day.
He still does it a bit when he’s home
over the breaks [giggles]. Oh, he’s
just an angel.”
Doctors later told the Flipside
that Morris does not have Seasonal
Affective Disorder, and that he is
just in fact a huge asshole.

What Are We Doing On Our Computers During Lecture?
13% : Facebook stalking the professor.
11% Watching a
different lecture
15% Registering an
account on
eHarmony.com

12% : Editing the
Wikipedia talk page
for Roger Rabbit
38% : Posting to
fmylife.com. FML.
9% Fixing makeup
using Photobooth
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“And the Oscar for best soundtrack in an original IHUM goes to ... “
REBUS PUZZLES

Can you guess the common word
or phrase portrayed below?

NUMBERS

800 MILLION BILLION

last weeks answers: PORCUPINE, SHOE IN, SUBWOOFER, SECOND
NATURE

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

The number of gallons of water used this year by the
people in the United States. Do you know what this
means? Do you know how much energy we are wasting
by drinking water and taking showers and brushing teeth?
We could save the environment if we all just stopped using water--it’s time to make a difference. So if you want
to save the environment and do what’s right, rethink your
water usage. Don’t use water at all. It’s not about you, it’s
about the environment.
This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to
decode the message or quote below. HINT P=M

“JR XTOUO RLPO VUJEYJVCN LH ECXKUO ITJYT RXCXOR XTCX IO EODOU WELI XTO
ZKCNJXS LH ITCX IO TCDO KEXJN JX JR BLEO?” - TOUPCE PONDJNNO
LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “IT IS A THOUSAND TIMES BETTER TO HAVE COMMON SENSE WITHOUT EDUCATION THAN TO HAVE EDUCATION
WITHOUT COMMON SENSE.” - ROBERT GREEN INGERSOLL

SUDOKU

Level:
Choose Your Own Level!

Fill in the grid so each column,
row, and 3x3 box has the
numbers 1 through 9.

JUMBLE

Unscramble these four ordinary
jumbles, and use the letters in
circles to answer the final question.

VETOC

RODCH
PURTAB
WHY THE PIANIST
COULDN’T PLAY THE
MUSIC WITHOUT HIS
GLASSES

BIRESC

HE COULDN’T
SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

Note: All names and stories are fictional, unless public
figures are being satirized. Remember, these are all jokes.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS: GRIEF AFFIX IMPAIR FERVOR what they
called the reasonable price FAIR FARE
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